
Films: 
 
The Big One 
After a cataclysmic earthquake strikes Los Angeles, six 

people trapped in a Century City elevator shaft try to make it 

to safety.  

Genre: Disaster/Action Adventure 

Estimated Rating: PG-13 

Attachments: 

Well-known director and actor attachment from an 

Academy Award winning movie. 

Status:  

In-Development. Seeking out financial and production 

partners for development, production and distribution. 

 

  

 
Santa 2.0 
Santa is forced into retirement after 1500 years of service 

and the elves have to find a new and modern replacement 

to update some traditions before Christmas, but is the world 

ready for their choice? 

Genre: Holiday Comedy 

Estimated Rating: PG-13 

Attachments: 

Writers with well-known comedy credentials.  

Status: 

In-Development. Seeking out financial and production 

partners for development, production and distribution. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Odessa: Inspired by true events  
After her son has been in jail for 10 years for a murder he 
did not commit, Odessa must join forces across racial lines 
to free her son and expose judicial corruption.  
Genre: Biopic Drama 

Estimated Rating: PG-13 

Attachments: 

Writers-- Amy Lyndon  

Yolanda King (daughter of Dr. Martin Luther King) starred in 

the short film written and directed by Amy. 

Status: 

In-Development. Seeking out financial and production 

partners for development, production and distribution. 

 

 
Little Blue 
Follow parallel storylines of newly orphaned Daniel and 

pitbull puppy Little Blue as they find their courage to discover 

the true meaning of family.  

Genre: Animated Family 

Estimated Rating: PG 

Attachments: 

Producer from one of the top preschool, animated network 

television shows and a myriad of Disney royalty as the 

backbone of the design.  

Status: 

In-Development. Seeking out financial and production 

partners for production and distribution. 

 
  



Television: 
 
Stunties 
Inspired by real stories of Hollywood stuntmen and women, 

a diverse multi-generational boutique team of wildly 

different, complex (and crazy) elite stunt men and women 

take on Hollywood and each other, living bigger-than-lives 

in the city of dreams.  

Genre: Dramedy 

Estimated Rating: TV-14/TV-MA 

Attachments: 

Well known writers with network television credentials, a 

showrunner with 6 season track record, a stunt advisor 

from favorites within the Marvel Cinematic Universe and a 

cast member from a popular CW show. 

Status: 

In-Development. Seeking out financial and production 

partners for development, production and distribution. 

 


